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Gabriel Deschamps (1919-2011) Signed French Orig Oil/board - Landscape, River, House

450 EUR

Signature : Gabriel DESCHAMPS

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Oil painting on wood

Length : 46 cm

Width : 3,5 cm

Height : 37 cm
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Dealer

Values of tomorrow
Fine Art Gallery (paintings) - 20th century french art (mostly)

Mobile : 0610861288

66 Avenue des Bergères

Puteaux 92800

Description

Gabriel DESCHAMPS (1919-2011) - "Landscape

with a river"

Listed : Artprice, Benezit and numerous various

others

Reference Code : 56HSP8F-G.DESCHAMPS

DETAILS

Original oil on original panel, signed lower left.

Very pretty bucolic landscape at the end of the

day with its cottage located at the edge of a

watercourse itself bordered by flowering plants

and probable poplars, all against a wooded and

perhaps hilly background. Dusk descends gently

on the plain, darkening the forest and leaving

behind the sky ablaze with bright colors, creating

a powerful contrast; the lighting effect is very

successful. A work probably produced between



the end of the 1940s and the 1950s as can be seen

from the pictorial style of the artist at that time as

well as his signature which is among the first

signatures he used, particularly when he resided

at 1 Place de la Porte de Châtillon in Paris 14th.

DIMENSIONS : Unframed : 37 x 46 cm -

Framed : 45,9 x 3,5 x 54 cm

PROVENANCE : Recognized french public

auction house (from private collection).

CONDITION

Painting : Some dirt especially in the sky and a

very small lack of pictorial material on the

window of the house (right) otherwise in very

good overall condition.

Frame : black and gold, in wood, in overall good

condition (age wear marks and small touch-ups

(black color), some lacks and small cracks on the

marie-louise.

DO NOT HESITATE TO MAKE AN OFFER !

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Born July 20, 1919 in Bonneville in

Haute-Savoie, painter mainly known for his

landscapes and seascapes, Gabriel DESCHAMPS

studied at the École Nationale Supérieure des

Beaux-Arts in Paris, first in 1939-1940 then with

Eugène NARBONNE (1885-1973), French

painter and illustrator and Professor/Head of the

painting workshop at the School between 1939

and 1955.

His works are figurative and very personal; his

goal was to "recreate nature without being a

victim of it." He painted numerous scenes from

the South of France, traveling through the

Provençal countryside and the Mediterranean

coast (he had a house in Provence) as well as

Brittany and Normandy.

He exhibited in Paris from 1944 at the Salon

d'Automne of which he became a member, at the



Salon des Artistes Indépendants in 1953 and

1954, at the Salon de la Société Nationale des

Beaux-Arts from 1960 to 1964 as well as at the

Salon "Compariisons" from 1962 to 1968 (Old

sheet of private exhibitions, group of exhibitions,

fairs, awards and official acquisitions of the artist,

available on request).

Gabriel DESCHAMPS' paintings were sold to

numerous collectors in the United Kingdom

during his life and his works are also represented

in important private collections notably in the

United States, Brazil, Argentina, Switzerland as

well as in Belgium. The artist died in 2011.

PAYMENT / SHIPPING / TERMS OF SALE /

RETURNS

- Bank transfer or Paypal payment for all

countries expected within 5 days max.

- Packing/insurance/shipping costs for France : 50

EUR -. Other countries : please ask for a quote.

- Shipping within 5 working days max (except in

the case of impossibility beyond our control) after

your payment has been received and cleared.

Upon receipt and clearance of your payment,

your painting(s) will be taken care of by MBE

VERSAILLES or MBE ASNIERES which are

companies specialized in professional packaging

of works of Art in order to guarantee you the

maximum protection (considering the high

potential risk of damage, we do not ship any

paintings by post).

As soon as the packaging is completed, your

painting(s) will be picked up by international

transportation companies such as UPS, DHL or

FEDEX for tracked shipment and delivery.

All paintings are shipped with full insurance until

they are delivered.

Delivery with adulte signature only.

Custom/Importation fees if any will be paid by

the buyer.

- All paintings are returnable but for a valid

reason only, within 14 days max from the date of

receipt and in the same condition as sent



(including accessories). Either painting or frame

cannot be returned alone. Return fees will be paid

by the buyer.


